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ABSTRACT: The flush toilet masquerades as the pinnacle of sanitary civili-
zation, but it supplies cleanliness at great expense to our planet and ob-
scures better options that also have historical precedent. This paper ex-
plores the sanitation history that might have been, had the Earth Closet tri-
umphed over the Water Closet in England, had London and Paris managed
their Great Stinks without costly sewer systems, had miasma theory not
combined with new medical discoveries to fuel frantic policing of odors, had
the ‘culture of flushing’ that supports fantasies of resource wealth in the face
of actual resource exhaustion not prevailed, had many colonised peoples
not used ‘humanure’ (human excrement and urine) to nourish their fields and
had colonizers not used this fact to shame them.

It traces a concatenation of historical forces that coalesced in water-based
sanitation systems that treat farmer’s gold as disgusting discards, leaving
waterways depleted and soils exhausted. It takes Chinese history as a case
study to re-think human relationships to land and our bodies’ daily emana-
tions. For over a millennium, Chinese farmers incorporated humanure into
their fertiliser regimen to feed one of the world’s largest populations. Their
system, far from perfect, spread pathogens and relied on brutal exploitation
of labourers, but today we can avoid those pitfalls. Pathogen-free, nutrient-
rich fertiliser is readily at hand. Our bodies produce its raw material every
single day, and the mesophilic and thermophilic bacteria that transform it
into safe humanure have lived on this planet for nearly four billion years.
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